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1. Introduction 
Collagen is a naturally occurring matrix polymer which is highly conserved across species. 
It is the predominant extra-cellular matrix component of most connective tissues within the 
mammalian body, comprising one third of all protein found within tissues. Collagens are 
extracellular and have a mainly structural role. Critical parameters including density, 
packing and orientation (or direction) results in distinctively varying mechanical properties 
in tissues such as bone, skin, tendon and cartilage. 
In connective tissue lost to trauma or disease, replacement tissue strategies, have to consider 
mechanical implications. Synthetic polymers can be designed to have the mechanical 
integrity of the native structure to be replaced but eventually this will be degraded and 
replaced by the host. The major target protein that will be replaced in connective tissues is 
collagen. The other alternative is to start with collagen as a natural polymer substrate and 
tailor its mechanical properties in vitro. Given the critical role this protein plays in tissue 
structure there have been and continue to be efforts into extracting this protein, reforming 
3D scaffolds for tissue engineering as well as controlling density and direction parameters to 
form tissues in vitro. The main difference in the building of bulk tissues is the cell-rich or 
matrix-rich nature of the tissue being engineered. Where the matrix dominates a tissue, the 
mechanical properties of the matrix are critical, i.e in connective tissue. In tendon for 
example, the alignment of collagen fibrils along the principle axis of strain application, and 
the nature of a ‘dual’ size of fibril diameters, provides incredible strength to this tissue. 
Compared directly to a tissue like dermis, where collagen is interlocked in a basket-weave 
formation with elastin to provide tensile strength in multiple axis to ensure stretching of this 
tissue does not compromise its integrity. Thus, when engineering tissues in vitro, 
technologies and processing to control parameters of collagen architecture have been 
developed to mimic those found in tissues in situ. This field of controlled processing is 
growing, as the sophistication of methods employed to create biomimetic scaffolds advances.  
Type I collagen scaffolds are widely used in clinical practice and the collagen for these 
materials are generally obtained either from cultured cells or extracted from native tissues. 
Extraction encompasses the entire range from decellularisation of collageneous tissues 
preserving the native architecture to the complete break down into collagen molecules 
which can later be reconstituted into their native fibrillar structure. One of the most common 
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collagen scaffolds in clinical use is de-cellularised dermal tissue. By decellularising an entire 
piece of connective tissue, the immunogenicity of the tissue is removed whilst retaining the 
collagen architecture and other matrix components in the native form. These scaffolds 
induce and guide tissue repair when implanted in a full-thickness skin defect as a template 
for dermal regeneration. Methods to enhance the in vivo persistence of such decellurarised 
scaffolds, involve dispersion of the collagen matrix. The dispersion of collagen can result in 
the degradation of the collagen into polymers, oligomers or monomers dependent upon the 
treatment methods applied. This is followed by co-precipition with a glycosaminoglycan. In 
these cases the inherent architecture of the native tissue is lost and reformed in vitro.  
The formation of living collagenous tissue equivalents rely upon the cell seeding of 
decellularised native tissues or cell-seeding into prefabricated, porous collagen scaffolds. 
The next generation of skin equivalents are bio-engineered cell based technologies using cell 
produced collagen. These include the next generation bilayered skin equivalents produced 
by Organogenesis. The use of solubilised collagen as dermal and lip fillers for the correction 
of contour deformaties, is a growing cosmetic procedure. This relies upon collagen 
dispersion from either human cadaver or bovine tissue, which can then be stably re-injected 
to ‘plump’ to fill minor defects. The question is whether the fibrosis response by the 
injection of these products causes the therapeutic effect or the products themselves. 
The main focus of this chapter is to address the importance of collagen protein structure and 
its relation to normal mechanical function in matrix-rich tissues. This chapter will overview 
the established, clinically used and new novel processing technologies being researched to 
improve and control bulk collagen processing for applications in regenerative medicine, and 
new directions needed to control collagen architecture.  
2. Collagen- the dominant extra-cellular protein  
Collagen is a naturally occurring matrix polymer which is well conserved across species. It 
is the predominant extra-cellular matrix component of most connective tissues within the 
mammalian body, comprising one third of all protein found within tissues, particularly 
musculo-skeletal tissues. There are 27 known types of Collagen which are extracellular and 
have a mainly structural role. The configuration of this protein greatly affects its role in 
tissue architecture. Parameters including density, packing, degree of cross-linking and 
orientation (direction) result in distinctively varying mechanical properties in tissues such as 
bone, skin, tendon and cartilage.  
An example is the bi-modal distribution of fibril diameters found in tendons, which are 
aligned parallel to the direction in which strain is applied (Morgan et al. 2006). This confers 
strength in one direction, which is precisely the axis of strain generation required for a 
tendon.In comparison to this, the collagen architecture of skin varies considerably. Collagen 
fibrils in this tissue are weaved in to a more ‘random’ structure, along with components like 
elastin, to confer a ‘stretchy’ property on this tissue, which is constantly being deformed due 
to the structure and function of skin. In fact, parallel alignment of collagen fibrils is more 
apparent in scarred skin tissue compared to normal (Verhaegen et al. 2009). The architecture 
of this protein is, therefore, tissue-specific, and mimicking this architecture will be important 
for scaffolds design and tissue engineering. 
Although Collagen is the major extra-cellular component of most connective tissues in the 
body, additional ECM components contribute to the mechanical properties, cell-attachment 
properties and regulation of architecture. An example of this is the presence of collagen II in 
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conjunction with proteoglycans in cartilage, which provide compressive load strength to 
this tissue.  Although mainly collagen type I, Hydroxyapatite is the major mineral 
component of bone. There is currently active research in making composite matrices 
containing both of these components, to create biomimetic scaffolds for bone engineering. 
For the tissue engineering of vascular grafts, the elasticity of vascular structures (such as the 
pulmonary aorta) is critical to mimic in vitro. This mechanical feature is dependent upon the 
very high presence of elastin within these structures, and for vascular graft engineering the 
incorporation of elastin protein, along with the other component proteins is necessary. 
Vessels contain multiple cell types and specific basement membrane proteins are necessary 
for the correct phenotype of these cells, particularly endothelial cells, which line the lumen. 
One of the most successful approaches for tissue engineering remains de-cellularisaiton of 
xenograft tissue, followed by cell-seeding using bioreactor culture.  
3. Matrix-rich tissues 
The matrix component of different tissue types is dependent upon whether these tissues are 
cell-rich (central nervous system, skeletal muscle, organs like heart, liver, kidneys), versus 
matrix-rich (tendon, ligament, cartilage and bone). Collagen type I plays an important role 
in most matrix rich tissues, but there are numerous other protein components critical to the 
unique architecture of tissues.  
Matrix-rich tissues are often very hierarchical in structure, because the physical nature of the 
tissue is mainly as a support system for the skeleton. Both tendon and skeletal muscle have 
distinct ‘bundle within a bundle’ structure, where mainly collagen (in the case of tendon) 
and myofibrils (in the case of skeletal muscle) are bundled in graduating structures, along 
the principal axis of strain the tissue will have to bear. The packing of protein components 
thus becomes critical to how load is distributed within a tissue, and ultimately results in 
whether a tissues is a successful component for locomotion. 
The architecture of collagen type I is particularly crucial to matrix-rich tissues, as the 
strength required of these tissues can only really be achieved by recapitulating these precise 
features, including orientation of fibrils (direction), diameter and density. If we take bone as 
an example, this tissue is intrinsically linked to the skeletal muscle system, and itself 
through connections with tendons and ligaments. It is mainly composed of collagen type I 
and a mineral component. The conformation of collagen varies dependent on which bone 
we study, and where we study it. The most common ‘surface’ feature of bone is composed 
of alternate lamellae of longitudinal and transverse bundles of collagen fibres, running 
parallel to the surface of the bone (Smith 1960). The mineral component within bone is 
interspersed within these lamellae structures. The intense load endured by bone tissue is 
therefore appropriated by the particular structure of the extra-cellular components. As bone 
is subject to load in varying axis of strain, a simple parallel bundled array of fires (as seen in 
tendon) is not observed. 
Whilst engineering specific tissues, mimicking the correct matrix components as well as the 
specific architecture will result in increased success in modeling of a tissue. Functionality of 
any engineered tissue is likely to be critically dependent on the biomimicry, particularly of 
the structure of the protein component. For replacement of matrix-rich tissues, the 
mechanical functionality of any tissue engineered scaffold will be optimal if the architecture 
and packing of the matrix components closely mimics that found in vivo naturally. Collagen 
to collagen attachment is primarily through increased cross-linking, and cell-collagen 
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interaction is primarily through the integrins ǂ1ǃ1 and ǂ2ǃ1.   The majority of replacement 
tissues engineered implants and constructs currently either rely upon synthetic grafts, 
which provide the adequate mechanical load-bearing properties, or on compositions of 
native proteins which do not necessarily provide the appropriate mechanical properties.  
4. Collagen used in vivo 
The majority of collagen scaffolds used for clinical purposes are made from extracting 
collagen from tissues. In the process of extraction very often collagen and other proteins are 
highly denatured. This is a result of the highly effective methods of cross-linking in vivo. The 
limited understanding of the protein Elastin, for example, is mainly due to our inability to 
extract it in its native form from tissues. The efficient mechanism by which proteins are built 
into tissue architectures by the body are in part hindering our complete understanding of 
those very mechanisms and proteins.  
The main use of collagen for clinical application are as replacement scaffolds used as tissue 
fillers, and as support matrices for matrix rich tissues. These collagen scaffolds are now 
widely used in clinical practice, primarily as skin substitutes and dermal fillers. Because of 
the naturally high composition of collagen in matrix rich tissues, collagen scaffolds are the 
natural protein to use as a scaffold, however in the process of engineering or assembling 
such scaffolds, much of the native protein structure, and thus inevitably function, is lost.  
The extraction method varies for each scaffold type and resulting scaffolds properties 
therefore vary. The majority of these scaffolds are composite materials, often with synthetic 
components, primarily to provide strength to the scaffold, necessary to hold sutures and 
withstand the mechanical loads at the implant site and/or tissue. Here, we overview the 
products available as collagen type I based tissue equivalents and substitutes.  
4.1 Collagen dermal tissue equivalents 
The most widely used tissue equivalent scaffolds clinically, is for replacement dermal 
equivalents. The majority of products available rely upon a fabricated collagen mesh, mainly 
without a cellular component. Generally collagen is isolated from tissue samples, and in the 
process the collagen is greatly disaggregated and denatured, often resulting in complete loss 
of the original architecture and packing, and comprising mainly of fragments of the original 
protein. The majority of these scaffold equivalents are composed solely of collagen, without 
the addition of other extracellular matrix components.  
Integra (Yannas et al. 1981)is the first FDA-approved skin substitute consisting of a 
suturable, semi-permeable silicone elastomer (polysiloxane, Dow Corning Liquid Silastic 
Medical Adhesive Type A) cured to an underlying dermal component made of a degradable 
crosslinked (vacuum dehydration and gluteraldehyde) coprecipitation of bovine collagen 
and (8%) chondroitin 6-sulfate (a shark cartilage derived glycosaminoglycan). Integra is 
used to reconstruct the skin in a two stage procedure in surgically excised burn injuries 
(Burke et al. 1981;Heimbach et al. 1988) or in excised benign or malignant lesions 
(Prystowsky et al. 2001). After it has integrated, generally 2-3 weeks after implantation the 
silicone membrane is removed and the neodermis is grafted with a split thickness skin graft. 
Histologically the dermal matrix disappears after one month (Stern et al. 1990) and only 
elicits a small transient immune response (Michaeli and McPherson 1990). Graft take is 
similar to allografts, but not as good as autografts.  One of the major benefits being is that it 
is cosmetically superior over meshed autografts (Heimbach, Luterman, Burke, Cram, 
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Herndon, Hunt, Jordan, McManus, Solem, Warden, & . 1988) and the reconstructed skin has 
elastic properties matching that of normal skin (Nguyen et al. 2010). 
Alloderm (LifeCell Corp, Branchburg, NJ) is decellularised dermal matrix derived from 
human cadaver skin by the tonic removal of epidermis with NaCl and decellularisation with 
sodium dodecyl sulphate (a detergent) of the dermal component. For storage, the resultant 
acellular dermal matrix was freeze-dried in a cryoprotectant solution (dextran, sucrose, 
raffinose) followed by a two-step drying procedure. For use the dermal matrix is rehydrated 
in two changes of sterile normal saline. Clinical studies have shown it to be useful as a 
dermal substitute in full thickness burns without signs of rejection, showing 
revascularisation, cellular repopulation, incorporation into the wound and cosmetic results 
similar to intermediate thickness skin grafts (Wainwright et al. 1996). 
Dermagraft (Cooper et al. 1991) is fabricated by seeding and maintaining fibroblasts on a 
Vicryl mesh for a period of 2 to 3 weeks to achieve a sufficient amount of tissue formation 
for a therapeutic effect. The product is currently FDA approved for the treatment of venous 
(Omar et al. 2004), neuropathic and diabetic ulcers (Marston et al. 2003). Dermagraft is more 
effective than conventional treatments of chronic (persisting longer than 6 months) venous 
(Omar, Mavor, Jones, & Homer-Vanniasinkam 2004), neuropathic and diabetic ulcers 
(Marston, Hanft, Norwood, & Pollak 2003) and the product is FDA-approved for these 
applications. The material ‘takes’ in (immune-compromised) animal wounds, but 
integration in human (immuno-competent) subjects has not been reported and Dermagraft 
requires multiple applications to achieve a clinical effect.  
Dermagraft is not to be confused with Dermagraft-TC (Dermagraft Transient Cover, 
currently marketed as TransCyte) which is fabricated by culturing allogeneic human 
neonatal fibroblasts 17 days on Biobrane (Bertek Pharmaceuticals Inc., WV, USA) a semi-
permeable polymer (silicone) membrane with partially embedded woven monofilament 
nylon mesh onto which porcine collagen peptides are chemically bound to form a 
hydrophilic surface (Hansbrough et al. 1994). The product is devitalised by freezing and the 
cell produced ECM contains fibronectin, type I collagen, proteoglycans and growth factors. 
The product is a temporary cover for partial thickness burns and is spontaneously ejected by 
healing wounds. It has shown to, decrease hospital stay compared to conventional treatment 
(silvazine) (Amani et al. 2006), prevent frequent and painful dressing changes, autografting, 
and decreases the time to wound closure compared to alternative treatments (Biobrane 
alone, silvazine) (Kumar et al. 2004). 
Apligraf (Organogenesis Inc., MA and Novartis Pharmaceutical Corp., NJ, US) (Wilkins et 
al. 1994) is a commercially available skin equivalent consisting of a bovine collagen (type I) 
hydrogel seeded with allogeneic human neonatal foreskin fibroblasts and keratinocytes (Bell 
et al. 1981a;Bell et al. 1981b). The mechanical properties of the dermal component are 
improved by allowing collagen to contract for 6 days after which keratinocytes are seeded 
and cultured for 4 days under submerged conditions and terminally differentiated into a 
stratified epidermis for an additional 7 days at the air/liquid interface. Apligraf is currently 
FDA approved for the treatment of venous leg (Falanga 2005) and diabetic foot ulcers 
(Veves et al. 2001). Apligraf is more effective than conventional treatment (i.e. compression 
therapy and saline-moistened gauze, respectively) in achieving wound closure in chronic 
(lasting longer than 6 months) non-healing venous leg (Falanga 2005) and diabetic foot 
ulcers (Veves, Falanga, Armstrong, & Sabolinski 2001) and is FDA-approved for the 
treatment of these conditions. As previously mentioned, Apligraf does not persist in human 
acute full thickness skin defects (cells remain in the wound up to 4 weeks) (Griffiths et al. 
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2004) and requires multiple applications for it to be effective. It is noteworthy that 
Organogenesis is currently in late stage development of a next generation allogeneic skin 
equivalent, VCTO1, which similar to Apligraf with the only difference being that the dermal 
matrix will be human fibroblast derived making its components all human.  
OrCel (Forticell Bioscience, Inc., formerly Ortec International, Inc., NY, US) (Eisenberg and 
Llewelyn 1998) is currently under investigation for the treatment of chronic wounds. The 
product is currently FDA-approved for the treatment of split-thickness skin graft donor sites 
(Still et al. 2003) and for use in the surgical release of hand syndactyly secondary to 
epidermolysis bullosa. This commercially available skin equivalent is fabricated by seeding 
allogeneic fibroblasts into a preformed lyophilised bovine collagen (type I) sponge which is 
cultured for 2 days, inverted and seeded with keratinocytes on its non-porous side and 
cultured for an additional 7-14 days (Bell, Ehrlich, Sher, Merrill, Sarber, Hull, Nakatsuji, 
Church, & Buttle 1981b)to form a confluent monolayer epidermis. 
4.2 Dermal fillers 
Bovine collagen 
Zyderm I, introduced in 1977 (Knapp et al. 1977) and FDA approved in 1981, is an injectable 
soluble, bovine collagen implant for the treatment of fine, superficial lines. The acid-soluble 
collagen is extracted from bovine dermal tissue with acetic-acid and is then pepsin-treated 
to yield telopeptide-poor collagen with low antigenicity. The collagen is 96% type I and 4% 
type III collagen and it is purified to over 99% and dispersed in phosphate buffered saline 
(PBS) containing 0.3% lidocaine hydrochloride to a concentration of 35 mg/ml. The 
monomeric collagen solution spontaneously polymerises at 37 °C (Knapp, Luck, & Daniels 
1977). Zyderm II, FDA approved in 1983, is similar to Zyderm I but contains 65 mg/ml of 
collagen and is used to treat mild to moderate lines. Both Zyderm I and II only provide a 
short clinical effect from two to three months (Kligman and Armstrong 1986). Zyplast, FDA 
approved in 1985, is similar to Zyderm I collagen, but is chemically cross-linked with 
0.0075% glutaraldehyde, making it less susceptible to degradation by collagenases 
(McPherson et al. 1986) and extending in vivo persistence from three to six months (Kligman 
& Armstrong 1986). Multiple applications, however, are still required for an extended effect. 
Resoplast (Rofil Medical International, Breda, The Netherlands) is another bovine collagen 
suspended in a solution of phosphate buffer, sodium chloride, and lidocaine hydrochloride 
at a concentration of 35 and 65 mg/ml. This dermal filler persists in vivo for a period of three 
to six months (Naoum and Dasiou-Plakida 2001). 
Arteplast, introduced in 1991, is an injectable material composed of microspheres 20 – 40 µm 
of polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) suspended in a solution of denatured collagen 
(Lemperle et al. 1991). Due to issues with foreign body granulomas in reaction to the 
microspheres, in 1994, Arteplast was replaced by Artecoll (Lemperle et al. 1995) which 
features larger PMMA microspheres (30 – 50 μm) suspended in Resoplast (35 mg/ml). The 
product was subsequently FDA approved in 2006 and marketed as Artefill (Matarasso 2006). 
Artefill is a permanent filler for the correction of nasolabial folds and the effect of the 
collagen carrier is sustained by the microspheres through local induced fibrosis which 
replaces the carrier with host tissue (Lemperle et al. 2010). 
Porcine collagen  
Small intestinal submucosa (SIS) is derived from the small intestine of pigs. Following de-
cellularisation the remaining matrix, which is mainly composed of collagen as well as a 
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complex mixture of functional and structural molecules, is sterilised and the intact piece of 
tissue is ready to be used as a replacement scaffold. The benefit of decellularising an intact 
piece of tissue, whilst retaining the unique 3D ultrastructure, is the low immunogenicity 
issues which occur when implanting such a scaffold, and the ability of the body to 
repopulate such a scaffold with its own cells (Badylak et al. 2010).  The precise architecture 
can never be replicated 100%, as even the actions of decellularisation and sterilization affect 
protein structure, however for matrix-rich tissue replacement this approach is of particular 
importance, as some elements of the mechanical features of load-bearing tissues can be 
replicated. There are continuing efforts to use this model to de-cellularise entire organs, and 
use these ‘templet’ scaffold architectures to re-seed cells into a more biomimetic 
environment (Badylak, Taylor, & Uygun 2010) 
Evolence (or Dermicol-P35, ColBar LifeScience, Herzliya, Israel) consists of collagen 
suspended in a phosphate-buffered saline at a concentration of 35 mg/ml (Narins et al. 
2007). The collagen is derived from pepsin-treated porcine tendons. The purified, 
telopeptide-poor collagen monomers are polymerised and then cross-linked with D-ribose. 
The product was FDA approved in 2008 for the treatment of mid to deep facial wrinkles and 
the cosmetic effect persists up to one year after administration (Narins et al. 2010). The risk 
of a hypersensitivity response to the product is less than 1% and the product does not 
require skin testing prior to use.   
Human collagen 
Cosmoderm (Inamed Corporation, Santa Barbara, CA), FDA approved in 2003, consists of 
collagen extracted and purified from tissue cultures of human foreskin fibroblast (Bauman 
2004). Because the product is human derived there is virtually no risk of an immune 
response and patients therefore do not require pre-procedural skin testing. The collagen is 
suspended in PBS containing 0.3% lidocaine hydrochloride and the product is marketed in 
concentrations of 35 and 65 mg/ml (Cosmoderm I and II, respectively). Also a longer lasting 
variant is available in the form of Cosmoplast is cross-linked with glutaraldehyde for greater 
stability. 
Cymetra (Life Cell Corp., Branchburg, NJ) is an intradermal injection product that is 
composed of cryofractured AlloDerm (Sclafani et al. 2002a). Cymetra is provided as a freeze-
dried powder with an average particle size of 123 µm and is reconstituted through the 
rehydration of 330 mg in 1 ml of 1% lidocaine hydrochloride. Its effect last longer than 
Zyplast but shorter than Alloderm, possibly due to a larger surface area.  
Autologen (Collagenesis, Inc., Beverly, Mass.) is a dermal matrix dispersion obtained from 
autologous skin obtained from the patient during previous elective surgery (Fagien and 
Elson 2001). Dermalogen, from the same company, is a similar product except that the skin 
is obtained from tissue banks. The dermis is mechanically pulverised and solubilised with 
chemical modifiers to form a dispersion of predominantly native, type I collagen, traces of 
types III and VI collagen, elastin, fibronectin, chondroitin sulfate, and other proteoglycans. 
Autologen and Dermalogen persistence is comparable to Zyplast (Sclafani et al. 
2000;Sclafani et al. 2002b). Due to the human origin both products do not cause an immune 
response and do not require pre-procedural skin testing. The major drawbacks, however, 
are the requirement of a previous surgical procedure to acquire skin and a processing time 
of 3 to 4 weeks (Autologen) and the theoretical risk of disease transmission (Dermalogen). 
Both products are currently not available. 
Isologen (Isologen Technologies, Metuchen, NJ) is not a collagen filler but uses autologous 
fibroblast transplantation to provide collagen at the site of interest. Fibroblasts are obtained 
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from a 3 mm punch biopsy and grown for a period of 2 months to obtain a sufficient 
number of cells for a clinical effect (Watson et al. 1999). 
5. Methods to control collagen architecture in vivo and in vitro: Engineering 
collagen conformation: density, direction, diameter 
There are a wide variety of collagen substitutes, as have been documented, however to 
engineer a functional tissue with collagen, controlling the behaviour and architectural 
features of collagen in vitro will be necessary. Some of these mechanisms have been inspired 
by mechanisms in vivo, but the majority have derived from engineering principles derived 
from our understanding of the protein in question . Here we overview some novel 
approaches to controlling collagen architecture. 
Collagen type I is used for 3D culture of cells, providing a biomimetic environment in which 
to study cell behaviour (Grinnell and Petroll 2010). Typically collagen scaffolds comprise of 
collagen hydrogels, which as the name suggests are mainly water. This generally means that 
the density of such scaffolds is inappropriate for modeling tissue matrix densities. These 
hydrogels are useful, however, in studying the interactions of cell-matrix, as cells are able to 
remodel the matrix into which they have been seeded, to orientate collagen fibrils, to control 
alignment of cells where strain is applied along an axis, and encourage specific behaviours 
of cells in response to alignment e.g. fusion of single myoblasts to form multi-nucleated 
fibres (Cheema et al. 2003). During this process the matrix is remodeled, and this tends to 
result in loss of water from the hydrogel, thus increasing the density of collagen. 
Advances have been made to controllably increase the density of collagen scaffolds, with a 
recent application of controlled load to plastically compress (PC) standard collagen 
hydrogels to expel excess fluid and increase the collagen density (Brown et al. 2005). 
Application of this PC technology is very useful for in vitro tissue modeling as cell viability 
is retained in cells embedded within scaffolds undergoing PC, and the density increase 
(both for matrix and cells) is controllable and results in densities more biomimetic. At 11% 
collagen density, standard PC techniques bring scaffolds to in vivo levels of matrix density, 
however the mechanical properties of such scaffolds still fall far from those found in tissues. 
Further methods utilising PC technology have pushed these densities up to 30% and even 
higher (Abou-Neel et al. 2006). But what it lacks is the specific architecture for which a 
multi-disciplined approach to mimicking collagen architecture is required. 
Despite the importance of collagen fibril diameter to the material properties of tissues, our 
basic understanding of its control is poor. Control of fibril diameter is distinct from 
fibrillogenesis, which is the emergence of the tertiary collagen protein structure.  
Fibril modifying molecules, such as collagen types V and IX and proteoglycans such as 
decorin, are the main suggested mechanisms by which collagen fibril diameter is controlled 
in vivo, and these elements limit how large fibrils can grow in tissues such as cornea or 
tendon (Ameye and Young 2002;Ezura et al. 2000;Scott 1984). There is also an emerging 
understanding of how fibrils diameters can be increased, by using mechanical forces to 
apply cyclical loading of collagen containing gels, encouraging lateral fusion of fibrils, 
which is plausible when the quarter stagger patterns of the fibrils of collagen are in perfect 
register (Figure 1) (Cheema et al. 2007). This ‘register’ is most commonly identified as the 
banding pattern seen in transmission electron micrographs of native collagen fibrils. The need 
for banding pattern registration again lies in the short-range, non-covalent bonds presented 
between adjacent molecules, which drive fibril polymer formation. The bonding involved 
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during this proposed fusion of fibrils is likely to be identical to the ionic and hydrogen 
bonding thought to stabilise the quarter stagger molecular packing in the original fibril. 
Although this appears to be an engineering trick in vitro, it is highly likely that such 
mechanical forces occur in any new tissue in vivo under load. And importantly, the ability to 
control collagen fibril diameter without cells shows for the first time that mechanical forces 
in vivo may help determine fibril diameter and that cell-free engineering of native collagen 
materials is possible. Using technologies and strategies to manipulate and control fibril 
diameter will be critical to engineering collagen proteins for suitable use as a scaffold. 
 
[iv] Hypothetical fibril 
fusion 
[i] High density collagen 
fibril contact 
[ii] Cyclical 
uniaxial loading 
[iii] D-banding alignment 
alignment of fibrils 
Figure 1a 
Figure 1b 
 
Fig. 1. a) Hypothesis for the mechanically mediated mechanism for collagen fibril 
anastomosis. [i] Collagen fibrils in contact. At points of fibril lateral contact there will be 
very few where adjacent fibrils in ‘surface charge’ register. [ii] Application of cyclical 
uniaxial tensile strain inevitably brings a proportion of fibrils into register. [iv] Fibrils in 
contact and in register will form stable anastomoses, resulting in thicker fibril populations. 
[v] Bonding for this would comprise non-covalent, ionic, hydrogen and hydrophobic 
linkages which also drive fibrillogenesis. Figure 1b. Collagen fibrils in Longitudinal section, 
showing banding pattern register in the parallel elements in a multiple fibril cluster, as the 
fibril elements appear to anastomose. Arrows indicate alignment of banding pattern 
between different fibrils, over this length there are three separate fibrils in register, flanked 
by only one fibril (right) and three fibrils out of register (left) (magnification bar = 700 nm). 
Figure adapted from Cheema et al. 2007 
The alignment of collagen fibrils in scaffolds is a critical parameter for control of 
architectural features. Without mimicking this alignment found in tissues, it is not possible 
to build a biomimetic tissue. Methods used in vitro to control alignment of collagen type I 
include magnetic alignment, interstitial directional fluid flow to control alignment and flow 
of collagen solution through microfluidic chambers during gelation (Elsdale and Bard 
1972;Girton et al. 1999;Guo and Kaufman 2007;Lee et al. 2006;Ng and Swartz 2003;Ng and 
Swartz 2006). Elsdale and Bard were amongst the first groups able to align collagen. By 
simply setting a gel in a slanted chamber, and allowing interstitial fluid to flow downwards, 
collagen fibrils were observed to align along this fluid flow (Elsdale & Bard 1972). 
Tranquillo and colleagues have applied magnetic field to type I collagen scaffold, during 
gelation, and found that they collagen fibrils aligned along the plane in which the magnet 
was aligned (Girton, Dubey, & Tranquillo 1999).The majority of these alignment strategies 
have been applied to collagen hydrogels, however it is possible to align collagen fibrils in 
dense scaffolds using a similar fluid flow mechanism (Kureshi et al. 2010). Recently both the 
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magnetic alignment and fluid-flow alignment methods have been applied together to 
controllable align collagen fibrils (Guo & Kaufman 2007).  
Electro-spinning, which is a method used to spin nano-and micro- diameter fibres into 3D 
meshes, is cuurently employed as a mechanism to compose 3D scaffolds using collagen and 
other natural proteins (Matthews et al. 2002).  Collagen specifically retains its composition of 
polypeptide chains and even exhibits superfifical D-Banding of fibrils following the electro-
spinning process (Jhu et al. 2011). Such electro-spun scaffolds have been employed as tissue 
engineered substitutes for dermal tissue and muscle reconstruction (Jhu et al. 2011). The 
electro-spun material is still deficient in some of its mechanical properties, including tensile 
strength, and the cell-interaction with such materials still requires further investigation.  
The methods described within this section will need to be critically used to generate the 
meso and micro-scale architecture required to mimic tissues. There are limitations to each of 
these methods and further research into how to finely control collagen protein architecture 
is required. An example is how to control the bimodal distribution of fibril diameters within 
native tissues.  Currently strategies rely mainly on increasing fibril diameter, for example by 
application of cyclical load, we are as yet unable to restrict fibril diameter in 3D collagen 
gels. Even with cyclical loading, we are only able to apply a broad loading regime to all the 
fibrils, and not select a population to increase, to allow for the typical bi-modal distribution. 
Further complications arise as cells often need to be embedded within 3D scaffolds as they 
are being cast, this means that making such engineering parameters cell-friendly will be 
critical to the ultimate success of an engineered tissue. 
6. Problems with matrix-cell-interaction 
One of the major obstacles in using scaffold materials into which cells are seeded, is the loss 
of cell directed control of matrix architecture, specifically protein architecture. Culturing 
cells in 3D collagen hydro-gels allows for cells to interact and remodel the matrix, but there 
are limitations to how accurately cell-matrix interaction in vivo can be mimicked (Grinnell & 
Petroll, 2010). It is difficult to simulate the force applied in vivo as a tissue develops or repairs, 
often multiple cell types and multiple matrix proteins are involved in the process, and this is 
time consuming to recapitulate in vitro. By engineering architecture is a speedy manner, we 
remove the cell-interactive component, and we may also be eliminating some of the cues 
necessary for cells to also mature and/or differentiate along with the protein architecture. As 
our models become progressively more tissue like, this interaction will need to be addressed.  
Cell loading itself has an affect on cell-matrix interaction and matrix remodelling (Cheema 
et al. 2003). Compliant 3D collagen hydro-gels translate force to cells embedded within the 
scaffold very well, however as the collagen matrix stiffens and remodels, less force is 
translated to the embedded cells, primarily due to stress-shielding by the stiffer matrix. 
Further studies are required to dissect out this iterative process of matrix re-modelling with 
cell response, and while possible to study in simple single cell type and single matrix 
cultures in vitro, is much more difficult to decipher in a tissue.  
Overarching all of this is the adaptive response of tissues, which renders the tissue able to 
adapt to changing mechanical requirements, environment, repair etc. In an animal, growth 
and repair of tissues requires a constant degree of adaptation, which is mainly orchestrated 
by the resident cells. These cells control protein deposition, and the architecture is then 
directed by the imposition of mechanical loading by the tissue and resident cells. This 
iterative process is difficult to define within the tissue, due to the presence of multiple cell 
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types, multiple proteins, interaction with surrounding tissues, complex mechanical loading 
and stress, and variance with age and degree of re-modelling.  
Engineering functional collagen-based tissues, whilst trying to emulate all of these 
processes, and allowing for how they may further re-model such a scaffold is a challenge. 
Further research into the biological mechanisms controlling tissue architecture will help us 
develop more successful 3D implants.  
7. Conclusions 
Being the dominant protein of the majority of tissues of the body, the architecture and 
packing of collagen needs to be controlled is we are to successfully engineer tissues in vitro. 
There are many currently available collagen scaffold materials, for use in vivo, as 
replacement skin, tissue fillers and artificial vascular structures, but the best of these have 
relied upon retaining the original architecture of the collagen from tissues. By 
understanding how this protein is modified and packed in vivo, by cells, mechanical load 
and other matrix proteins, we can apply these procedures to predictably control collagen 
architecture. Without this level of controlled engineering of collagen protein for scaffold 
manufacture, it is unlikely we will successfully engineer scaffolds with the appropriate 
mechanical properties, to mimic native tissue mechanics.  
There has been a significant drive to engineer the more dominant protein components found 
within matrix-rich tissues, but controlling the architectural parameters of more minor 
protein components is also critical, and getting these processes to work in synchrony 
remains a challenge. This control over tissue architecture needs to be done without 
compromising on cell viability, cell action and appropriate cell differentiation.  
Using native proteins has both benefits, due to the biomimicry of protein motifs and 
structural elements, and pitfalls compared to manufacturing synthetic polymers as scaffold 
materials.  Synthetic polymers are man-made and engineered to precisely fulfil the required 
mechanical properties of any implant, but they lack the native cell-attachment motifs. 
Controlling the architecture, in vitro, of native proteins, including predominantly collagen, 
holds the key to the successful engineering of biomimetic, native protein based implants and 
constructs. 
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